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Properties of transcription machinery

(44 core proteins)



DNA: Histone modifications
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DNA: Histone modifications

Required for gene expression



Chromatin structure

- Enhancers (where TF bind) tend to be euchromatic

- Can identify using DNase I hypersensitivity (DHS)

- An enzyme that digests DNA at ‘open’ regions



A limited set of putative enhancers exist in the genome

- Embryonic stem cells have a ‘universe’ of ~200,000 DHS regions

- ~3% of the genome can be an enhancer

- These close down as cells differentiate

- Enhancers recruit 

transcription factors



Nuclear receptors are important transcription factors

- Estrogen-Estrogen Receptor (ER) mediates cellular growth for 

mammary gland development

- Two ER isoforms (ER-alpha and ER-beta)

- Androgen-AR mediate cellular growth for prostate development

- Glucocorticoids, progesterone, prolactin, mineralocorticoids etc are all

important for normal physiology

- But they’re key drivers in cancer!

- 75% of breast cancer: Estrogen Receptor (ER) driven

- Almost all prostate cancer: Androgen Receptor (AR) driven

- ER/AR targeted drugs have changed survival rates



Major cancers in men in the UK

Data: Cancer Research UK



Major cancers in women in the UK

Data: Cancer Research UK
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Ligand activation mediates ER (and AR) activity

- Drugs block ligand binding domain, or ligand (estrogen) levels

Estrogen



Glass and Rosenfeld, Genes Dev, 2000

pS2 gene

Known nuclear receptor (TF) co-factors



- Myc

- Sox2

- p53

- GATA3

- SMAD2/4

- CEBPA

- MLL2/3

- p300

- KDM5C

- KDM6A

- ARID1A

- AIB1

Transcription factors Co-factors



How many ER co-factors are there?

ER qPLEX-RIME in ER+ tumours

Papachristou et al. 2018

- 1,500 interactors

- Lots of subcomplexes

- They can’t all be functional…

…….or can they?

- They are co-factors, they don’t

touch the DNA directly

- Some are structural, some

are enzymes



Chromatin IP (ChIP Control

(Input)

How do you study where a transcription 

factor sits on DNA (chromatin)

Can you identify all DNA (even unknown sites)?

ER



High-throughput sequencing technologies

Counting small (36bp) DNA reads

+ strand

- strand

Image (cd-genomics.com)



ER ChIP-sequencing (ChIP-seq) in breast cancer cells

Replicate 1

Replicate 2

Replicate 3

ER binding profile

ER: The first TF mapped genome-wide



In most cases, binding is in the middle of nowhere

~200,000bp ~200,000bp

- What gene is it switching on or off?

- Are they all doing something?

- We will come back to this in a few slides



SRC1PRMT1

SRC1
Co-Factors

ERER

- Thousands of ER binding events

- Very few promoters bound

What did we learn from mapping ER binding sites?

Forkhead motif

- Forkhead motifs enriched

FoxA1

- FoxA1 is a pioneer factor

Target gene



FoxA1 is a mandatory requirement for ER+ breast cancer

FoxA1

(aka. HNF3A)

Perou, Nature, 2000

FoxA1 is there in primary tumours, regardless of patient outcome



ER requires FoxA1 and GATA3 to function

GATA3

Gene

ERER

FoxA1 GATA3

Is a pioneer factor

Invades ‘closed’

chromatin

Drug target

- Tamoxifen

- Fulvestrant

- Aromatase Inhibitors

Unclear



Co-Factors

ER binds to distal enhancers and needs FoxA1

ERER

FoxA1

Breast cancer cells

X
Gene not

transcribed

No cell growth



FoxA1

FoxA1

Transcription factors move around genome

Enhancer Gene BEnhancerGene A

Enhancer Gene BEnhancerGene A

Good outcome (ER+ PR+)

Poor outcome (ER+ PR-)

Co-Factors

ERER

Co-Factors

ERER

FoxA1

FoxA1

Ross-Innes, Nature, 2012

Tumour progression



There are multiple resistant mechanisms

ERERDrugs Drug 

resistance

ERER

ERER

ERER

Co-Factors

You need one cancer cell (out of many millions)

with this altered ‘property’

Or, cancer cells can adapt and change



Can we drug FoxA1 instead of ER?

FoxA1

ERERERER
ERER

Co-Factors

Block FoxA1

FoxA1 is needed, even in drug resistant cancer cells

X X XBreast cancer

- A universal treatment for ER+ breast cancer?



Can we drug FoxA1?

- Can we make a new treatment?

- Why shouldn’t Cambridge and CRUK benefit?

- Drugging FoxA1 requires insight into chromatin biology



In most cases, binding is in the middle of nowhere

Transcription factor binding site

Is it random?

- DNase hypersensitivity: DNase digestion and sequencing 

- Histone marks (H3K4me1/me2): ChIP-seq

- Transcription factors tend to cluster together



Most transcription factors regulate from a distance

Kittler, Cell Reports, 2013 

24 nuclear receptors

14 transcription factors



ER regulate genes from a distance. What gene?

Enhancer Promoter Gene

Chromatin loop

ER Pol2

ER



How to find what enhancer goes with what gene?

ChIA-PET (Fullwood, Nature, 2009)

ChIP-Interaction Assay (ChIA) Sequencing (Paired End diTag: PET)

ER Pol2 ER

EcoRI

EcoRI

Chromosome Conformation Capture



ER

Discovery of what parts of the genome loop together

Fullwood, Nature, 2009

ChIA-PET loops



The ER-mediated interactome in breast cancer cells

- No interchromosomal interactions!Fullwood, Nature, 2009

Chromosome 1

Chromosome Y

Chromosome X



ER binding events tend to work together in clusters

Fullwood, Nature, 2009



What is really being transcribed by ER?

ER

~100,000 nucleotides

Promoter of TFF1

(an estrogen induced gene)



Promoter of TFF1

(an estrogen induced gene)

ER

~100,000 nucleotides

+ estrogen

ER

What is really being transcribed by ER?



GRO-seq reveals massive global transcription

ERER

Nuclear run on 

(incorporate biotin dNTP)

B
B

Purify biotin

Sequence everything

(Hah, Cell, 2011)

+ strand

- strand



ER

+ estrogen

ER

- 27% of the genome is transcribed in response to estrogen

- 50% annotated or non-coding RNAs

- 5% to antisense transcripts

- 16% divergent transcripts

- 7% to ER enhancers (eRNAs)

- 12% un-annotated intergenic transcripts

Of these



Enhancer RNAs (eRNAs) play a role in transcription

FoxA1

Coding gene

eRNA

ER

Pol2

Cohesin

eRNA

Enhancer Promoter

ER Pol2

- Required for coding gene

- Required for growth



- Widely considered ‘undruggable’

- Most common treatment targets a TF (GR)

- In breast and prostate cancer: drugs target TFs (NR)

- Are nuclear receptors the exception for TFs?

Transcription factors as drug targets

- Novel approaches for drugging TFs

- Peptides/riptides

- siRNA/knockdown

- Regulatory enzymes

- Degradation mechanisms (PROTACs)




